
Name Department College Amount 
Funded 

Matching 
Funds 

Title of Proposal Summary 

Cocquemas Finance Business $23,000.00 $2,000  Markit Securities 
Lending Data 

Markit is the quasi monopolistic provider of data on securities 
landing and short selling. It is crucial for many topics in finance 
and other fields. Don Autore and Irena Hutton in Finance Dept 
also use it. 

Cunha Political 
Science 

Social 
Sciences 
and Public 
Policy 

$13,650.00   Historical IvyDB 
US Options 
Database 

Request for a one-year subscription of the OptionMetrics IvyDB 
US database of historical option prices to support research on 
the responses of financial markets to elections in developing 
countries. 

Fedyukovich Computer 
Science 

Arts and 
Sciences 

$2,351.00   Books for 
teaching 
automated 
reasoning of 
software 

The research of the PI aims at making various stages of 
software engineering automated, thus helping designers, 
developers, and quality engineers organize their work better. 
The PI teaches the CIS 5930 (Computer Aided Verification) 
course this semester and plans to teach it every other 
semester. Next spring, the PI will teach the CEN 4020 (Software 
Engineering) course. The requested materials will help for 
preparations. 

Goff Religion Arts and 
Sciences 

$706.00   A Key Latin 
Resource for a 
Commentary on 
the book of Ben 
Sira 

I request that the library purchase a critical edition of the Latin 
text of the apocryphal book of Ben Sira. This purchase will 
assist me in the production of a commentary I'm writing on this 
book, a long-term research project.  

Gonzalez Modern 
Languages & 
Linguistics 

Arts and 
Sciences 

$1,893.00   Constructed 
languages 

I request sources on the topic of constructed languages, 
needed for my book in 'Inventing languages: A practical 
introduction' in contract with CUP. 

Hazard Religion Arts and 
Sciences 

$1,217.21   Joseph Smith 
Papers 

This application requests the purchase of the print editions of 
the Joseph Smith Papers, a multi-volume editorial project 
based in Salt Lake. These volumes, which represent the most 
complete critical editions of early Mormon documents, are 
crucial for my research on antebellum Mormon cultural history.   

McTighe Religion Arts and 
Sciences 

$1,964.95   Making Abolition: 
The Memorial 
John Horace Bell 
Archive 

Making Abolition will grow FSU's rare book collections on 
freedom, confinement, and abolition. This grant is seed money 
for ongoing collection-development. 

Mewhinney Modern 
Languages & 
Linguistics 

Arts and 
Sciences 

$10,000.00   Essential 
Anthologies of 
Modern Japanese 
Literature 

This proposal requests funds to purchase five anthologies that 
collect the representative works of modern Japanese writers 
and literary criticism. 



Peres Anthropology Arts and 
Sciences 

$4,297.04   Foodways 
Research 
Collection 

Build a Foodways research collection to enhance resources on 
food history and prehistory, food, culture and identity; 
Southern, Indigenous, and European foodways in Colonial 
contexts.  

Quinn   Music $9,158.32   Twentieth and 
Twenty-First 
Century American 
Organ Music 

A request for the acquisition of American organ music of the 
twentieth and twenty-first centuries. 

Schlenoff Modern 
Languages & 
Linguistics 

Arts and 
Sciences 

$3,070.00   Middle Eastern 
Women through 
their own lens 

Through their own lenses, ten films by women directors will be 
used to create a new course on Middle Eastern Women 
through film and culture.  

Shatruk Chemistry 
and 
Biochemistry 

Arts and 
Sciences 

$2,100.00   Alloy Phase 
Diagram 
Database for 
Research and 
Education in 
Materials Science  

The phase diagram database is crucial to groups who work on 
the synthesis and discovery functional materials. It will also be 
used to educate students in materials synthesis. 

Upchuch History Arts and 
Sciences 

$27,102.00 annual 
fee 

ProQuest U.K. 
Parliamentary 
Papers: 18th 
Century 
Collection 

This is a joint application from six members of the History 
Department. This database will allow for full-text searching of 
all existing records of the British Parliament for the eighteenth 
century. As explained in the attached narrative, this databases 
is essential for faculty research in British history, Atlantic World 
history, European history, and Early American history.  

 


